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Speed, simplicity of operation, and accuracy of results— 
these are the factors that have led  to many Australian  
set manufacturers, radio  and television retailers 
acclaim ing the new M ullard High Speed Valve Tester 
as an  outstanding service a id . Using a  unique control 
card  system, this instrument will enable you to test 
any of the widest variety of international radio  and  

television valves an d  tubes in less than a  minute.

For more detailed  information see also  p age  6 0  of 
this issue.
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V I S I O N

Television brought to broadcasting the one element it always 
lacked— vision. Our adoption of C .C .I.R . standards, 625 lines, 
F.M . sound and the Australian Broadcasting Control Board 
pattern of Commonwealth-wide station development reflects 
vision of another kind, but vision indeed.

Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth now join the ranks and the 
grand strategy, restless and eventful, gregarious and stimulating 
is launched and driven with every fresh sales team approach and 
prologued with an avalanche of press sales promotion.

Human frailty might dictate that it is traditional and history 
may record each gallant encounter an exploit of progress.

Let us pause and quietly consider the fine technical achieve
ment of television, the many hours of engineering design— circuit 
finesse— each component— each valve and picture tube, and let 
us consider the distinct privilege of manufacturing or selling or 
servicing this inexhaustible source of interest and delight.

From it may come— vision— and a greater sincerity of purpose 
to enhance the industry and indirectly your sales figures. Surely 
a noble sales approach— the privilege to sell a fine achievement 
— and finer with Mullard Valves and Radiant Screen Picture 
Tubes.
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VIEWPOINT WITH MULLARD
PICTURE TUBE GLASS 

RECOVERY PLAN
The M ullard glass recovery plan has 

now been operating through our dis
tributors and valve and tube service 
centres for some time.

When you are purchasing a new 
Radiant Screen television tube, we 
would be pleased to make an allowance 
for your expended picture tube glass
ware. Of course, it is essential that the 
glass bulb be intact and free from 
scratches or damage of any kind.

The current prices are:—
14" tubes, per bulb 10 0
17" tubes, per bulb £1 10 0
21" tubes, per bulb £2 0 0

A SIMPLE EXPLANATION 
OF SEMICONDOCTOR 

DEVICES
This is the title of still another new 

M ullard publication. Released by the 
M ullard Educational Service, this new 
booklet is intended to provide a non- 
m athem atical treatm ent of semicon
ductors and some of the devices in 
which they are employed.

In dealing with this subject, em pha
sis has been given to explanation of 
the physical aspects of electron and 
hole conduction, mainly for the bene
fit of the less advanced student.

C hapter I deals with the properties 
of germanium, with the processing of 
the metal and with the controlled addi
tion of impurities. The p-n junction 
is then described. This leads to  a 
consideration of the junction diode 
and also of the point contact diode.

In  Chapter II the principles and 
properties of both the point contact 
and junction transistor are described, 
and details are given of their 
characteristics and of some typical 
applications.

C hapter III briefly lists other types 
of sem iconductor devices, some of 
which, at the time of going to press, 
are still in the development stage.

Available shortly at 5 /3 , plus 5d. 
postage per copy.

NEW MULLARD FILM
The latest addition to  the M ullard 

Film  L ibrary “Photo-Em ission” was 
made by M ullard L td., in conjunction 
with the Educational Foundation for 
V isual Aids.

The film, one of the E .F .V .A . A d
vanced Science Series, opens by show
ing the construction of a modern 
photo-electric cell. Experim ents are 
then carried out to  illustrate the first 
and second laws of photo-emission. 
Anim ated diagrams are used to  show 
how the quantum  theory of Planck 
and Einstein explains the two laws of 
photo-emission.

It has a running time of 18 
minutes and ends by showing a num 
ber of applications of photo-emission, 
including the photo-electric cell used 
for colour printing, the photo-m ulti
plier, image converter and high-speed 
camera.

A d d itio n a l film s available from  the 
A dvanced Science Series, are listed 
below:—

“Conquest of the Atom'’— (Colour 
— 22 mins.)— Introduction shows the 
opening of Calder Hall, B ritain’s first 
atom  power station. It deals with the 
experim ents of J. J. Thom pson in 
1897, Rutherford in 1919 and Sir 
John Cockcroft in 1932.

“Mirror in the Sky”— (22 mins.)—  
Story of research and development of 
radio wave propagation with particu
lar emphasis on effects produced in 
and by the ionosphere.

“Principles of the Transistor”— (20 
mins.)— Intended as an aid to teach
ing, the film reviews early use of 
crystals and subsequent replacement 
by therm ionic valves. The larger 
portion of the film describes the work
ing principles of the germanium diode 
and the transistor and summarises with 
details of application and advantages 
of these devices.

CIRCUITS FOR 
AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
This new M ullard publication was 

reviewed in the last issue of the “O ut
look” and is now available through 
M ullard offices and distributors.

The price of 1 2 /6 , plus 1 /5  pos
tage per copy, includes an insert sheet 
which provides details of suggested 
loudspeakers and enclosures.

MULLARD-AUSTRALIA
PERSONALITIES

We feel it is fitting in intro
ducing this series of Mullard- 
Australia personalities to com
mence with the gentleman who 
controls the purse strings and we 
'want you to meet our Accountant 
and Deputy to the General 
Manager, Mr. Keith Robertson, 
A.A.S.A.

Mr. Robertson has been with 
the Company for fourteen years, 
having joined it directly after his 
discharge from the R .A .A .F. He 
takes a keen interest in industry 
affairs, and is Honorary Trea
surer and Member of the Board 
of Management of Sydney Breif 
Club.

He plays a fair game of 
cricket, golf and tennis, and from 
time to time has been known to 
catch a fish or two.

Why not look him up next 
time you are at our Head Office 
in Sydney!
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Mullard -NEW  MELBOURNE ADDRESS
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Mullard

MELBOURNE

With the keynote on service we are glad to 

announce that our Melbourne Office and Valve  

and Tube Service Centre are now located at 

123-129 Victoria Parade, Collingwood, N .5, 
Victoria. The new telephone number is 

41 6 6 4 4  (3 lines).

This new location — indicated on the attatched 

street map — is conveniently situated in the 

centre of the metropolitan area, has ready 

access and adequate parking facilities.
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Mullard valve and tube service centres
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

BRISBANE
Mr. R. Jeffery 

Mullard-Australia Pty. Ltd. 

C/- B. Martin Pty. Limited 

3 5  Charlotte Street 

Brisbane, Q 'land ., 2 1 7 4 4
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF A 

40Mc/s HIGH-Q CAVITY OSCILLATOR
This article describes a self-oscillatory circuit, of high stability, which 

has a high degree of harmonic suppression under varying load conditions. Design 
considerations as well as constructional and operational details are included.

T h e  stability and harmonic content of the high-Q cavity circuit satisfy the
impending restrictions on the use of r.f. power. T h e  anode-efftciency figures are
acceptable and the high circuit-transfer efficiency justifies the adoption of this 
cavity design in practice.

INTRODUCTION
The internationally proposed indus

trial frequency allocations include 
three bands in the r.f. region: 

1 3 .5 6 M c/s± 0 .0 5 %  
2 7 .1 2 M c /s± 0 .6 %  
4 0 .6 8 M c /s± 0 .0 5  %

The narrowness of these well de
fined frequency-bands has drawn atten
tion to the problem  of designing self- 
oscillatory circuits of high stability and 
a high degree of harm onic suppression 
under varying load conditions. This a r
ticle examines the factors which must 
be considered in the design, and then 
gives details of construction and opera
tion of the circuit.

I t should be noted that the results 
tabled in this report are based on m ea
surements made in the laboratory; in 
practical applications, p ln should be 
slightly reduced, so that the maximum 
perm itted industrial ratings for the 
valve are not exceeded.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Stability and the Loaded-Q
If the loaded-Q of a circuit is defined

by
2xt x stored energy

Ql = ----------------------- ----------
energy dissipated per sec. 

the expression can be applied to  a 
tuned circuit thus:

•Io
Ql = ...........................................(1)

11’ .  I l l .  s .

where I0 =  circulating current in the 
resonant circuit, 

and Ir.m.s. =  current in the equivalent 
shunt resistance of the 
load, because V r.m.s. 
across both the resistive 
and the reactive com 
ponents of the tuned cir
cuit is the same value.

T h is  article is based on a report by  F. 
D ittrich o f the M ullard Applications Research 
Laboratory.

If initially a completely loss-free cir
cuit (Fig. 1) is assumed, the circulating 
current is given by

V  r.m.s.
I„ =  -............  ..................................(2)

X c
or, substituting in Eq. 1,

V  r.m.s.
Q l = -----------------

L.m.s.Xc
But, as the alternating valve-current 
is also

P o u t

I r . m . s .  -----  i
vv r . m . s .

V 2 r . m . s .

Q r . --------------  (3)
P o u t  * X c

or, as at resonance X c =  X r 
V 3 r . m . s .

Qi. = --------------  (3a)
Pout-Xj,

F IG . I— EQ U IVA LEN T  C IR C U IT

Eqs. 3 and 3a are useful for deter
mining Q l and the L /C  ratio for a 
tank circuit, directly from valve data. 
If

1
X c = --------

coC
then, with a reactive load component 
A C -reflected into the tank  circuit,

1
X c ' = ------------------.

o>(C+AC)
It becomes obvious, if C >  A C , 

that the change in frequency A f  will 
be small.

A C  being fixed by the load condi
tions, it remains to  increase the tank 
capacity C in direct proportion to  the

desired increase of stability. If a 
conventional oscillator has C =  x and 
a stability of 1% with Q L =  15, for 
a stability of 0 .05%  as required at 
40 .68M c/s by the proposed regulat
ions, C m ust be 20 x and therefore 
Q l  =  300.

Harmonic Suppression
Having determ ined the loaded-Q  it 

is now possible to calculate the har
monic content from the expression:

67 In/i(pk)
% nth harm onic =  —  . ----------- (4)

Q l Ii/i(pk)
I„ is the current am plitude of the 

nth harm onic, and I, that of the funda
mental. A ctual values for the above 
ratios may be found in the “Radio E n
gineers’ H andbook”*, and are depen
dent on the chosen angle of flow. This 
is, with the type of operation involved, 
usually between 120 and 150°. The 
value of the ratios for the 2nd har
monic is given by

---------- =  0.65 and, therefore,
I i / i (Pk>

67
%  2nd harm onic =  0.65 . —

Q l
43.5

Q l
or where QL =  300

% 2nd harmonic =  0 .0145% .

Circuit Losses
W ith Q L >  300, some attention 

must be paid to circuit losses, which 
in practice would decrease the useful 
output. These losses can be derived 
from

Pcircuit =  I-o.R ...............................  (5)
where R is the surface resistance of all 
parts of the tank circuit which carry r.f.

For these extremely high values of 
Qr, the tank capacitance becomes

*F. E. T e r m a n , "Radio Engineers’ H and
book”, First edition. Sixth impression. 1943, 
p. 461, Fig. 86.
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large and the tank inductance corres
pondingly small. For these reasons 
extra attention should be paid to the 
construction, finishing and fixing tech
niques of the tank  capacitance as well 
as the inductance because, considering 
the complete circuit, each one forms an 
appreciable part of the other. From  
Eqs. 1 and 5 it can readily be seen 
that even a fraction of an ohm may 
cause circuit losses constituting a con
siderable part of the available output 
power.

Valve Conditions
A n experim ental cavity was de

signed around the TY 3-250 with a 
target of a minimum load power of 
0.5kW  at f„ =  40 .68M c/s, using the 
conditions for telegraphy given in the 
published data:

V a =  2.5kV P d l, v e  =  24W
Vg =  — 200V  p a =  250W
Ia =  400m A  P o n t  =  750W  
Ig =  69mA

Tank Capacity
W ith a norm al angle of flow 0 =  

140°, the peak r.f. current for the 
above valve conditions will be: 

i (pk) — 4.5 x I a =  4.5 x 400m A 
=  1.8A.

For this current the V a/ I a character
istics give:

Vmin =  250V  
v (pk)=  2250V 

and V r.m.B. =  1600V 
therefore, from Eq. 3,

1600-
X c = ------------------= ,1 1 .3 Q ,

750 x 300 
and C =  346pF.

Tank Inductance
From  the tank  capacitance derived 

above, the tank inductance should be 
0.045|iH . Such a low inductance can 
be provided by a short, broad U- 
shaped strip of copper with the ends 
connected to opposite term inals of the 
capacitor. If the edges of the strip are 
considered to extend outwards and, at 
the same time, curved round to meet 
each other, the result is a closed can
ister surrounding the capacitor. This 
is called a cavity circuit, and it can 
be made self-screening to prevent 
radiation.

At the outset the physical size of 
the inductance L  was arrived at experi
mentally with the aid of a sheet-alu- 
minium model. It has been found 
since that a modified version of the 
straight-wire inductance form ula could 
be applied to a cavity of similar p ro
portions.

The usual expression is:
I > H )  =  0.00508 X I X  [2.303 loga0(4 i/d )— f] 
where d is the length of the wire and 
f for a straight wire =  1.

Considering the inside surface of the 
cavity alone, d =  I and f =  1.2 where 
I =  a+b+c+d+e (see Figs. 2 and 3). 
The inductance becomes

L =  0 .001016 x / uH.

Circuit
The circuit employed (Fig. 4) is a 

parallel-fed M eissner oscillator chosen, 
in this instance, for its simplicity of 
drive adjustm ent under experimental 
conditions and minimum requirem ent 
of high - voltage decoupling com 
ponents. A ll parts, except C and L 
should be available commercially.

Feedback is obtained using a coup
ling coil and a series capacitor. The 
resonant frequency of these two items

F IG . 2— C R O SS -S EC T IO N A L  D IA G RA M  O F  
IN D U C T A N C E  L (L  X It =  1)

should be at least 10%  above the 
operating frequency.

In the experimental stages, an at
tem pt was made to obtain feedback by 
means of a voltage probe. This was 
not successful, which supports the view 
that the cavity behaves as a lumped 
circuit rather than as a line circuit, 
despite its coaxial construction.

The load-coupling element also con
stitutes a series-tuned circuit in pre
ference to a loop of feeder impedance, 
as this makes its positioning and m ech
anical size less critical for maximum 
power transfer.

CONSTRUCTION
From  the requirem ents outlined 

above it appears that the required in
ductance must be obtained for a m ini
mum length of conductor. Bearing in

C en tre  lineI1-------- --------------

CP
b d e

F IG . 3— SC H EM A T IC  D IA G RA M  O F  C A V IT Y  
RESO N A TO R

mind that the high capacity involved 
forms an appreciable part of the in
ductive path, a “doughnut” shaped 
cavity appears to  give the electrically 
optim um  solution. This shape must be 
rejected for mechanical and economic 
reasons.

The nearest approach is to  make 
the cross-section of the cavity on both 
sides of the centre line a square with 
well-rounded and filleted corners.

The final shape of the cavity will 
therefore be a short cylinder of height 
b, containing a coaxially mounted as
sembly of three smaller diam eter cylin
ders to  form  the tank  capacitor.

The sizes of the inner cylinders are 
then so chosen that the valve can be 
inserted into the innermost one, leav
ing a 5mm gap all round to  facilitate 
cooling with forced air.

These cylinders forming the tank 
capacity are m ounted, the innermost 
and outerm ost to  the bottom and the 
others to the top inner horizontal sur
faces of the assembly (see cross-section 
Fig. 3 and dimensioned drawing Fig. 
6). They have 5mm deep castellations 
at their fixed ends. These castellations 
are wider on the outerm ost cylinder 
and decrease in width from cylinder 
to cylinder, in proportion to  the sur
face area of the rem aining cylinders. 
This construction ensures an even cur
rent distribution in the tank capacitor 
and makes it as loss-free as possible. 
The construction is also applied to  the 
innermost top cylinder (see Fig. 5) 
where the castellations allow the con
tinuation of a loss-free r.f. carrying 
surface, by way of the spider arms 
bearing the anode blocking capacitor 
to the anode connector.

Feedback-coupling and load loops 
are inserted through appropriate holes 
in the cavity wall. Their position is 
not very critical because the loops are 
series tuned. Fig. 5 shows the arrange
ment.

A perforated metal skirt serves as a

F IG . 4— D IA G RA M  O F  C IR C U IT  AND C A V IT Y
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m ounting for the cavity and effectively 
screens r.f. carrying leads exposed on 
the underside (see Fig. 6 for detailed 
measurements).

PERFORMANCE
Resonant Frequency of Cavity

After completion of the cavity, the 
tank capacity was m easured and found 
to be 375pF. The resonant frequency 
(cold) was 40 .7M c/s, therefore, be
cause L  t =  l/o>2C at resonance, L  =  
0.04 luH .

R.F. Operation
In an attem pt to reproduce pub

lished data as given above, the fol
lowing readings were taken:

V a <= 2.5kV 
I a =  384m A 
I g —  70mA 

R g =  3kQ

Pa =  250W
Ha =  73. 

P l o a d  =  548W
T j lo a d ------ 5 7  %

P in =  960W  
for fc =  40 .68M c/s and Q L 342.

1 : 6 ) ,  resulting in a vari
ation of Pioad from  548 to 
70W <  25kc /s
Drift due to varying the in
put and thus varying r a <  lO kc/s

Fundamental and Harmonic 
Radiation

As the self-screening nature of the 
cavity suggests, no appreciable amount 
of r.f. was detected on its outside sur
face.

Checks for radiation of fundam ental 
and second harm onic frequencies 
were made with a communications

Frequency Stability
M easurem ents m ade using a signal 

generator and a panoram ic frequency 
display unit gave results which satisfy 
the restrictions listed above.
W arming up drift during the 
first hour <  2 k /cs
Drift arising from drive vari
ations such as occur with 
changing valve conditions <  5kc /s  
Drift due to  variation of 
load-coupling capacity (ratio

F IG . 6— D IM EN SIO N ED  D R A W IN G  O F  
C A V IT Y — N OT TO  S C A LE  

M ateria l: Brass, Aluminium or Copper 14 s.w.g.

receiver fed from  a lm  vertical aerial 
at a distance of 5 m from the cavity. 
The sensitivity of the receiver being 
a nom inal 6j.iV/m the readings were: 

at 40 .68M c/s, 16dB over S9 
at 81 .36M c/s, S3.5 

giving a difference of 32.5dB between 
the two frequencies or a power ratio 
of 0.0005.

■■■» n t «  cmgm

FIG. 5 -S EC T IO N ED  DRAW ING OF A HIGH-Q CAV ITY OSCILLATOR

Even after allowance is made for 
inaccuracies in the equipm ent used, 
such as variation of sensitivity with 
frequency, the second harm onic fre
quency content is still of the right 
order for the Q x value adopted in the 
design.

TY3-250
V.H .F. POWER TRIODE

All-glass triode rated for a maximum anode 
dissipation of 250 W and suitable for use 
at frequencies up to 150 M c/s.

ABRIDG ED DA TA

FILAM ENT

Thoriated tungsten.
Vr 5.0 V
Ir 14 A

COOLING
Max. temperature o f base pins 180 °C 
Max. temperature o f anode seal 220 °C

OPERATING CO NDITIO NS AS SINGLE  
VALVE R.F. POWER AM PLIFIER

(CLASS “C” TELEG RAPH Y OR F.M . 
TELEPHONY)

Limiting Values
V a max. 3.0 kV
P a  max. 250 W
P g max. 30 W
I k  max. 480 mA
ik(pk) max. 3.0 A
Rg-f max. 100 k n

Typical Operating Conditions at f > 1 0 0
M c/s

Va 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 kV
v B -120 -150 -200 -250 V
l a 400 400 400 365 mA
I g 80 80 69 69 mA
V i n ( p k ) 295 320 380 430 V
P d r i v e 22 23 24 27 w
P a 175 215 250 250 w
P o u t 425 585 750 845 w
VI 71 73 75 77 %

* P  l o a d 340 470 600 670 w
*With a circuit transfer efficiency of 80%
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15W PUBLIC ADDRESS AMPLIFIERS USING 

OC16 TRANSISTORS
This article describes two amplifier circuits, suitable for public-address 

systems, giving an output of 15W , and working from 14 and 28V supplies. 
T hey have been designed to give m axim um  possible output, at these voltages, 
without exceeding the current ratings of the transistors.

T h e  sensitivity is sufficient for the amplifiers to be fu lly  driven by low 
impedance microphones, and the performance is more than adequate for the 
intended application.

INTRODUCTION
The basic amplifier, described in 

this article, operates directly from  a 
12V accumulator. The design is based 
on a supply voltage of 14V, which is 
the average voltage of a 12V accumu
lator under “charge” conditions.

The amplifier is suitable for opera
tion at ambient tem peratures, which 
norm ally do not exceed 45°C , but 
occasional excursions up to 55°C  are 
permissible. Two O C16 power tran 
sistors in “com m on-em itter” operation 
in a symmetrical Class B push-pull 
circuit provide the output. The oper
ating conditions are chosen so that the 
maximum possible output power is ob
tained from  the OC16 transistors, at

R6 tkn.
- W \ A

R1 
18 kn .

14V, without exceeding their maxi
mum peak current ratings.

The output stage is preceded by an 
OC16 driver stage and amplifier stages 
using OC72 and OC71 transistors. 
The amplifier is sufficiently sensitive 
to be driven fully by a low impedance 
microphone.

An alternative design, operating 
from  a nom inal 28V  supply, is also 
given. In this case, a Class B single
ended push-pull output stage is used, 
instead of the symmetrical output stage 
of the 14V version.

CIRCUIT
Output Stage

The output stage uses a matched 
pair of O C16 transistors in Class B

R13 68*1.

push-pull arrangem ent. Although, in 
the circuit of Fig. 1, the collectors are 
taken to the negative line, the tran 
sistors operate as com m on-em itter am 
plifiers. With this arrangem ent the 
transistors can be m ounted directly on 
a common heat sink connected to the 
negative line.

Em itter resistors of 0 .50  are neces
sary for therm al stability at the higher 
am bient tem peratures. The quiescent 
currents, at norm al ambient tem pera
tures (25°C), are individually set to 
30mA, to  minimise cross-over distor
tion. The secondary resistance of the 
driver transform er, forms the lower

T h is  article is based on a report by P. 
Tharm a o f the M ullard Applications Research 
Laboratory.

RI7 3-9^. 
A V v -

I4v-u

A ll fix e d  resistors 1 /4W  5°/o except where shown otherwise 
O C 72 m ounted on heat sink minim um  area 2 sq. in 
Fcr other heat sinks see text
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part of the potential divider, and each 
half of the secondary winding should 
have a resistance of 5 Q ± 1 0 % . If 
necessary additional resistances must 
be added to  arrive at this value.

The optim um  load per transistor is 
3.75Q. A centre-tapped choke can 
therefore be used to m atch a loud
speaker of 15Q impedance, as shown 
in Fig. 1. This choke is cheaper and 
more efficient than a conventional 
transform er.

The peak current on full drive is 
3.0A, and the maximum transistor dis
sipation is 5W at 55°C  ambient tem 
perature. With the transistors m ounted 
on a heat sink, so that the total 
thermal resistance from junction to 
am bient tem perature is 6 °C /W , the 
maximum junction tem perature is 
85°C . The transistors are thermally 
stable at this junction tem perature. 
Com pact and cheap heat sinks, to  give 
the required to tal therm al resistance, 
can easily be made.

Overall negative feedback is applied 
from the output to the base of the 
driver transistor, to  minimise distor
tion. A curve of distortion against 
output is given in Fig. 2. W ith a 14V 
supply, the distortion is low (less than 
4 %) ,  up to about 15W. The corres
ponding output at 12V is 11W. If the 
circuit is to be used only with a 12V

supply, slight modifications to the load
ing, and to  the driver stage, will enable 
the amplifier to  deliver about 13W 
at 12 V.

t111ii I ii rr
12 v SUPPLY I4v SUPPLY

0-1 0-3 10 30 «0 Pout(w)
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Driver Stage
The driver stage uses a single O C16 

transistor in a conventional Class A 
circuit. The collector current should 
be adjusted to 250m A. The collector 
dissipation is less than in the output 
stage and the total therm al resistance, 
from  junction to  mounting base, has 
only to be less than 9°C /W . This 
can be achieved very easily by m ount
ing the transistor, with mica insulator, 
on the chassis.

Amplifying Stages
The first stage uses an OC71 tran 

sistor and amplifies the signal from 
the m icrophone input. It is followed 
by OC71 and OC72 current amplify
ing stages. The circuit is conventional 
except that the second OC71 is di
rectly coupled to the OC72, and has

overall a.c. and d.c. negative feedback. 
This m ethod of coupling uses fewer 
components, and provides better tem
perature stability than two conven
tional RC coupled stages.

Cross-over distortion of the output 
stage increases at higher frequencies. It 
is therefore preferable to limit the 
upper cut-off frequency of the ampli
fier to about 7kc/'s. This is conven
iently done by the capacitor, C6 (Fig. 
1) in the feedback loop.

In  public-address systems, repro
duction of frequencies below 150c/s 
is not desirable. Using a smaller value 
for capacitor CIO (Fig. 1) provides a 
convenient method of limiting the low- 
frequency response.

28V Circuit
Fig. 3 shows this circuit. The out

put stage uses the transistors in a 
single-ended output arrangem ent, and 
a centre-tapped 28V supply is neces
sary for the circuit. The load required 
is 3 .750 , and a speaker of this im
pedance can be connected directly into 
the circuit. A part from  these differ
ences, it is similar to  the 14V circuit.

If a centre-tapped 28V  supply is 
not available, an artificial centre-tap 
can be used. A  possible m ethod of 
obtaining this centre-tap is to  connect 
two 240  10W resistors in series across 
the supply with the centre-tap de
coupled by a 1 OOOuF, 50V  wkg, capa
citor.

R6 3-9kn R13 150n 28 V -

A ll fix e d  resistors 1 4 W  5%  except w here show n otherwise 
O C 72 m ounted on hea t sink minim um  area 2 sq. in 
For other hea t sinks see text
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TRANSFORMERS

14V Circuit

Driver Transformer

Turns ratio: 2 : 1+1 (secondary 
winding bifilar) 

Primary indue- >  150mH at 
tance: 250m A  d.c.

Prim ary d.c.
resistance: <  20

Secondary d.c.
resistance: 50-r50 

The resistance of each half of 
the secondary winding should be 
5 o ±  10% . If the resistance of the 
windings is less than this, external re
sistances must be added to meet the 
required value.

O utput Transformer
For a 150 speaker a centre-tapped 

choke could be used.

Total d.c. resistance: <  0.2O

Total inductance: >  lOOmH

28V Circuit
Driver Transformer

Turns ratio: 3 : 1+1

Prim ary indue- >  200m H  at 
tance: 200m A d.c.

Primary d.c.
resistance: <  3O

Secondary d.c.
resistance: 50+ 50

The resistance of each half winding 
of the secondary should be made up, if 
necessary, to 5 O ± 1 0 %  as in the 14V 
circuit.

Output Transformer
A speaker of 3 .750  can be connec

ted directly into the circuit, a transfor
mer then being unnecessary.

PERFORMANCE
Current Consumption
14V Version Iq =  450mA

Speech and music ~  1A

28V Version Iq(av) —  300mA
Speech and music ~  550mA

Sensitivity
For full output,

14V Version 
0.5|.tA or 0.5m V  (impedance IkO)

28V Version
0.35uA  o r0 .3 5 m V  (impedance IkO)

Frequency Response
This is flat within 3dB from 150c/s 

to 7kc/s.

Temperature Range
The maximum am bient tem perature 

should normally be 45 °C, but occa
sional rises to  55°C  are permissible.

Distortion Characteristics
14V Amplifier

Curves are shown in Fig. 2.
F or 14V supply— distortion at 15W 

output is < 4 % .
With a 12V supply— distortion at 

11W output is < 4 % .
28V Amplifier

With 28V supply— distortion at 
15W output is < 4 % .
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HIGH SPEED VALVE TESTING
Valve Testing today means much more 

than it did a few years ago. The public has 
been made aware that receivers contain ex
pendable components— valves and television  
tubes which need replacement as their effi
ciency declines with age. Before the advan
tages o f regular valve testing were widely 
recognised, people kept their old sets going 
until they broke down, and they accustomed 
themselves to the gradually deteriorating 
performance which deprived them o f much 
o f the enjoyment their sets should have 
provided. One reason for their reluctance 
to do anything about this was their fear 
that repairs and overhauls would involve 
them in heavy outlays. Another reason was 
that their ears and eyes became attuned 
to indifferent reproduction. By making 
known the important part valves play in 
receivers, and the fact that they can be 
replaced at reasonable cost, Mullard helped 
to break down this initial resistance. The 
public were encouraged to consult their 
dealers more freely and the dealers, besides 
selling new valves and service, were pre
sented with extra opportunities for demon
strating new sets.

These encouraging developments, wel
com e though they were, proved embarrass
ing to the countless dealers whose valve 
testing equipment was either inadequate or 
too complicated. Business was often turned 
away, because sufficient time could not be 
spared to test customers’ valves and supply 
written reports; the situation was aggravated 
still further as television increased its de
mand on servicing facilities. Many of the 
dealers who found themselves in this posi
tion were only too well aware that they 
were losing business because they were un
able to make enough personal contacts with 
potential buyers. Mullard, with their res
ponsibilities to dealers and to the set manu
facturers who fit Mullard valves and 
tubes, decided to tackle the problem by 
designing an instrument which would satisfy 
all the normal requirements o f radio and 
television retailers and, in addition, operate 
at a speed which would make valve testing 
an econom ical and profitable activity. The 
result o f the Company’s work, which was 
carried out in their electronic research 
laboratories, their valve factories, and their 
service department, is the Mullard High- 
Speed Valve Tester.

In the Mullard factories and service de
partments, there are elaborate instruments 
which will measure every characteristic ot 
a valve or television tube. Their functions 
are highly specialised because their purpose 
is to provide information essential to the 
valve designers and production engineers. 
Such information would be worthless to 
the retailer. H e merely needs to ascertain, 
as quickly as possible, the condition o f a 
valve in relation to the manufacturer’s 
specified service limits. The following ana
lysis o f common valve defects covers all 
the contingencies likely to be encountered 
in retail servicing. To facilitate reference, 
the defects are classified under three 
headings.

1. Defects which may cause complete fai
lure to operate.

(i) Open circuit filament or heater.
(ii) Faulty insulation between electrodes.

(iii) D isconnected electrodes.
(iv) Complete loss o f emission.

2. Defects resulting in noises, intermittent
operation or instability.

(i) Faulty insulation between electrodes.
(ii) Faulty insulation between cathode 

and heater.
(iii) Intermittent short circuits between 

electrodes.
(iv) Mechanical faults in electrode 

assembly.
3. Defects causing poor amplification, dis

tortion or inability to perform normal
functions.

(i) Any of the defects mentioned in 
Group 2.

(ii) Excessive grid current.
(iii) Emission below manufacturer’s 

limits.

THE OPERATING PRINCIPLES

A  gate-switch consisting o f 130 pairs of 
specially designed, self-cleaning silvered 
contacts provides the basic actuating mech
anism for the instrument. By means of 
perforated paxolin cards, these contacts au
tomatically arrange the test circuits, make 
all the necessary connections to the valve 
sockets, and select the correct voltages for 
the various electrodes. A test selection  
switch arranges the circuits for the various 
tests in correct sequence, and press buttons 
appiy insulation and continuity tests to the 
electrodes. A n adjustable control ensures 
that the correct mains voltages is supplied 
to the instrument. In districts where con
siderable mains fluctuation occurs, checks 
and adjustments taking only a few seconds 
can be made as required.

The instrument is provided with a cathode 
ray tube in place o f the more conventional 
moving coil meter. This not only provides 
a more sensitive indicator, but also avoids 
the possibility o f expensive repairs or re
placements through overloading or mechani
cal damage.

Fifteen sockets accommodate all types 
of valves normally encountered in the work 
of a service department, and provision is 
made for the addition of new types as 
required. A  simple method of checking 
cathode ray tubes, without removing them  
from the receivers, can be effected by 
means of extended leads.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATION
Mains Supply

180 V —  260 V, 50c/s.
Mains Consumption

100 W (average).
Weight

50 lb. (approximately).
Dimensions

17 " wide.
1 l i  "  high.
16 " deep.

Finish
High grade silver-grey dimenso case
with black anodised control panel and
chromium fittings.

AMATEUR

EXPERIMENTERS

COLUMN

PHASE SHIFT OSCILLATOR

This easily constructed transistor 
audio oscillator eliminates the need 
for an LC circuit and provides an 
output of 1,000 c /s  with reasonable 
accuracy.

The output of IV  (RMS) into 
25 kn  may prove useful for servicing 
audio amplifier stages and in numerous 
other applications such as alignment 
of SSB am ateur transm itters.

■047^F '047/jF -047/iF -047/jF

II H I- I I - I I

2-2k .
>fd0k

'■>250k

SET OUTPUT 
INEAR<> 2k LINEAR

| SZ O'lpF

/v RMS
INTO 25 k 
MINIMUM4-5v

--- ----W ■■""o
ADJUST FOR STABLE OSCILLATION 
WITH MINIMUM DISTORTION.

CIRCULATION
Please circulate this copy 

O U TLO O K  and sign after read
of

ng.

□ □

□ □

□ □

□ □

□ □

Return copy to office for filing.
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If you are on our mailing list and are 
changing your address or if you are a 
new  reader wishing to be added to 
the mailing list, p lease let us know.
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